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The 1500 word dossier should include at a minimum the following elements of your game (but not limited to): game 

title and description, detailed storyline, overall play structure summary, game-play details and an overview of game 

mechanics, platform information, position in a genre, game rules, artwork, projected design and production process, 

costing, budgets, marketing and distribution plans, labor and funding concerns, target markets, retailers and media 

campaign, and play testing results. . 

Title: UOW FPV Drone Racing League  
 
Description:  
Regulated First Person View Drone races around designed courses at university. The idea would be that 
the FPV regulations would be lifted in situations where they can be controlled and performed safely. 
People can bring their devices and enter a series of races and time trials as well as develop their piloting 
skills with the assistance of this emerging technology.  
 
Storyline: 
Competitors will bring their FPV racing drone to the University of Wollongong for the first racing league 
tournament. This is open to all disciplines and degrees with males and females encouraged to come 
along to an open event. There will be 3 different game modes in which competitors will be free to enter 
any or all as they please.   
 
Play structure: 
Pilots will sit in a designated area whilst wearing FPV goggles and viewing the flight path from the lens of 
the drone. Immersed in goggles, the players can also opt to have a screen showcasing the flight for 
others in the area to view.  
 
Game Mechanics: 

Beginning 

 How do you start? 
 Walk around the course, to understand and plan corners, straights and obstacles before racing 

occurs. 

 Players/pilots choose a frequency that isn’t in use  

 Ensure batteries are fully charged 

 Seats are arranged for pilots to sit 

Each competitor, depending on the race type, will start in a stationary position on the ground behind the 

starting line. A timer or buzzer will then start the race. Each competitor will be situated in the pilot area 

and won’t leave until the race is safe/complete to do so. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Middle 

 What happens during play 

Each pilot will aim to fly as fast and successfully as they can through the course. A designated area is 

specified and the idea is that each lap will either be counted down or time will be taken. The aim is to 

have the least amount of crashes and the quickest time by the end of the race. 

- Each player will start behind the line 

- Signal will determine the race start and depending on the race type, pilots will remain in the fly 

area until everyone has landed. 

End 

 How do you win lose? 

Either the winner will be the first person out of the race, or the pilot with the quickest time (either 

around the course or over the 100metres. 

As the sport has no official set list of rules, I’m going to offer some guidelines and integrate what’s 

popular within the drone racing league currently. Firstly, there are 3 common types of category normally 

that include Micro (150), Mini (250) and Open. Originally the idea was to have the league as a micro 

drone only, however this doesn’t allow expansion and so with that I’ve listed the current universal 

categories below, but my events will be an open field. The idea is to promote mods and creativity and I 

believe in leaving this open would be an encouragement to this.   

Race types 

Rotorcross 

Two or more racers compete at the same time to see who crosses the finish line first. A total of 15 laps 

will take place at maximum that can be varied depending on numbers of participation. 

Drag Race 

A race between two or more drone racers at the same time, to see which one accelerates over a short 

distance the fastest. Distance is 100 meters. This will take place next to the FPV track with two banners 

marking beginning and end. (This is optional game mode for those who have built their quadcopters for 

speed and want to showcase this. If not, this can be taken out)  

Time-Trial 

Each drone runs the course alone. Shortest elapsed time wins. This will be around the FPV track and 

again will be decided on the events if people want this option.  

 

 

 



Micro / 150 
Suited to beginners and indoor racing events. 
• Up to 150mm (measured diagonally from motor to motor) 
• 4 motors 
• 2-cell LiPo battery 
 
Mini / 250 
Currently the most popular class for FPV racing. 
• Up to 250mm 
• 5″ props 
• 4 motors; 1806 or 2204 brushless 
• 3- or 4-cell LiPo battery 
Open 
Fewer restrictions for faster races (and more spectacular crashes). 
• Up to 300mm 
• 6″ props 
• 4 motors 

 

 

Frequencies  

Prior to starting the racing events, a list of available analogue channels will be showcased on a piece of 

paper that pilots will have to choose a unique one to them and stay on that channel. This frequency is 

how the signals will be relayed to the headsets or screen views of the pilot. It’s important that these 

aren’t interfered with or changed until the end of the race in fear of signal loss and crashing the 

quadcopter. Players can nominate a desired channel or be allocated a free signal.  

 
Platform information:  
 
First person View. Differently to traditional drone flights where the drones path and trajectory is seen by 
observing the craft itself, FPV flight and racing is done through the use of FPV goggles that offer users a 
view from what the drone sees in the direction it’s facing. This added bonus allows racing around a 
circuit to be done from a unique and entertaining perspective and offers pilots to extend the speeds 
that’d normally carry out.  
 
FPV drones offer an open customisation element that has to be taken seriously in terms of the parts that 
make up the build. Batteries, motors, and weight distribution are amongst considerations the user must 
undertake in order to gain their desired flight intentnion. Further reading on the modding aspect can be 
found on via this link (https://samnoakes.wordpress.com/2016/04/07/can-we-build-the-fpv/) in terms 
of FPV drone building.  
 
  

https://samnoakes.wordpress.com/2016/04/07/can-we-build-the-fpv/


Genre: 
FPV racing is a first-person simulation genre game that requires physical presence and piloting skills in 
order to successfully participate.  
Rules: 

 Each competitor will be given 5 mins to walk around the track make notes and examine the track to 

gain an understanding of the circuit. This will be done as a group. 

 Participant must fly the drone with the FPV equipment on the remote controls (no goggles for legal 

purposes) 

 The drone must stay within the confines of the track (detailed in diagram). This is so that the game 

can be controlled and regulated within the constraints of a circuit. FPV racing is illegal in Australia 

but for these purposes, the rules will have been slightly modify, but the contestants still must not 

interfere with the existing rules showcased below. 

 5 second penalty if the obstacles or banner flags aren’t completed fully 

 There mustn’t be any participants intoxicated or under the effects of illicit substances 

 The pilots must be able to take off and land vertically (prior expertise will be shown). This will avoid 

difficulty in starting and finishing the event. It also brings a safer element into the event that 

hopefully avoids the collision with spectators and surrounding landscapes. 

 Do not turn on your video transmitter until you have checked that nobody else is using the channel. 

 Be very careful with LiPo cells. 

 Do not charge them inside the house and do not leave them unattended whilst charging. 

 Always check for signs of damage after a crash. Be aware that a damaged cell can spontaneously 

ignite in a spectacular fashion. 

 Never use a damaged LiPo cell. Dispose of it safely and properly. 

 Do not try to catch a multicopter in mid-air 

  



 The drone mustn’t leave the grounds where the track is located or be flown over/through large 

crowds of people. The regulations set place by CASA detail that:  

 

http://edge.alluremedia.com.au/m/g/2015/01/casa_drone_2.png 

 

 Pilots cannot walk onto the course whilst the race is underway, if you crash you must wait until the 

end of the race. The danger and threat of collision with the trespasser could not only cause serious 

harm but also damage expensive equipment.   

 The pilots line their drones up before the start line and turn them on, (or prepping their motors) and 

wait with them still on the ground. No take offs at this point and early take offs will result in a time 

penalty or disqualification.  

http://edge.alluremedia.com.au/m/g/2015/01/casa_drone_2.png


 The Pilots will then be seated in a designated area with their control decks and be allowed to put 

their goggles on. There will be a countdown from 10 whereby contestants are able to take off and 

hover behind the start line, before getting to 0 and that’s when the race begins. 

 Pilots must not interfere with other pilot’s aircraft or equipment. These are expensive pieces of 

technology. Bumping or interfering with controls or headsets is strictly prohibited and could result 

in exclusion from the premises.  

 Handle batteries with car when taking them out and charging them 

 The track is built purposefully wide so that slower contestants or less advanced flyers can stick to an 

outside route, that way the chances of collision from widespread drones is minimised.  

 When handling Lipo batteries handle with care and don’t present them near water 

  

 
Artwork: 

 
https://oscarliang.com/ctt/uploads/2015/09/mini-quad-racing-meetup-gate-flying-
fpv.jpg?3186b4 
This banner would be something I would approach the University to advertise on, as this will be located 
around the track as checkpoints in the racing type. I would also encourage local businesses to look at 
sponsor ship (JB HI FI, Jaycar etc). These retailers I believe will house the next innovative FPV drone type 
and would be great to have them on board early. 

https://oscarliang.com/ctt/uploads/2015/09/mini-quad-racing-meetup-gate-flying-fpv.jpg?3186b4
https://oscarliang.com/ctt/uploads/2015/09/mini-quad-racing-meetup-gate-flying-fpv.jpg?3186b4


  
(http://i0.wp.com/makezine.com/wp-
content/uploads/2015/03/DrownDerb_classes.jpg?resize=396%2C144) 

 
This art layout showcases the categories in which the drone falls under within the game. The focus will 
be the Micro/150 category and a RTF (ready-to-fly) drone so that people can simply turn it on and go. So 
the drone that will be required by the participant will be a Hubsan X4 Quadcopter with FPV 
Camera  approx.. $170, cheap and popular starter mini-drone; complete w/ 720p FPV camera, controller 
and excellent software. 

 

 
(https://forums.unrealengine.com/attachment.php?attachmentid=48980&d=1437504456) 

This above design is the intended view of the goggles. I especially am interested in the mechanics of the 
controller and how it shows on the bottom left of the picture to keep the pilot aware of it’s positions. 
The top left of the screen allows the aviation meters to be monitored mid flight. The Fat shark goggles 
don’t provide this, but for my independent game design this would be an excellent mod to accessorise 
and assist the flight path and ultimately the result.  
 

http://i0.wp.com/makezine.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/03/DrownDerb_classes.jpg?resize=396%2C144
http://i0.wp.com/makezine.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/03/DrownDerb_classes.jpg?resize=396%2C144
https://forums.unrealengine.com/attachment.php?attachmentid=48980&d=1437504456


Project Design: 

 
 
 
 

 



 
(Chris Moore, YouTube 2015) 
 
This course is a simple draw up of the track I intend to have for the racing field for an FPV league. It’s 
simple by design, as through researching other circuits from advanced to beginner levels, the general 
consensus is that simple tracks are great for both skill levels. It allows the beginners to really grasp the 
feel of the track and go at their own pace, but also is great for the more skilled pilots, as fast times can 
be challenged continuously, with players being able to push their device to the limits. The Tunnels act as 
obstacles to narrate the manoeuvrability of the drone and show for a challenging mechanic within the 
gameplay, along with the obstacles or banners located around the course that requires flights to go 
around the outside of them.  
The Pilots will have their own assembly area fitted with chairs for them to sit and pilot their vehicles 
separate from the audience or spectators. This is where the racing will be done. The power stations 
allow other competitors to charge batteries for controllers and drones alike. This will be sectioned off 
from the event and available to those who need it.  
The spectators will have their own designated area also; this is because the racing will be at high speeds 
and low altitudes. In the event of a crash (which is inevitable) the spectators have to be clearly safe from 
any debris that has the potential to fly off.  
I’ve borrowed Chris Moore’s YouTube video (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OvHPcrst3Qs) drone 
stories at UOW to offer what a potential course would look like in the zones I’ve designated spots at the 
university. It was a rough sketch on paint, but it showcases a set up comparison and sizing.   

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OvHPcrst3Qs


 
This is a potential space for the league to be conducted. The ovals would be ideal, as well as the two 
hockey/soccer fields for a different environment and more potential for spectator viewing. The spaces 
are open and away from populated areas of the uni, with the ovals themselves a great section to have as 
the track due to people not wandering accidently into fly zones.   

Production process (setup): 
Costing: 

 The drone that will be required by the participant will be a Hubsan X4 Quadcopter with FPV 

Camera  approx.. $170, cheap and popular starter mini-drone; complete w/ 720p FPV camera, 

controller and excellent software. 

  

  



FPV RACING GATES 
These gates serve as obstacles and tunnels for the circuit to be more challenging and are vital to FPV 
racing tracks.  

 
http://www.fpvmodel.com/fpvmodel-racegates_g972.html 
 
They’re faily cheap for around $40.00 US, and my track would consist of 6 of them with 4 in a row in 
close proximity.  
BANNERS 
Banners add an extra obstacle component to the game whereby pilots must fly around the outside of 
each one encountered.  

   
http://www.getfpv.com/accessories-78/banners-race-gates/getfpv-race-flag.html 
 
 
 

http://www.fpvmodel.com/fpvmodel-racegates_g972.html
http://www.getfpv.com/accessories-78/banners-race-gates/getfpv-race-flag.html


FAT SHARK GOGGLES 
For those opting for the full fpv experience immersed with the goggles I’d recommend Fat Shark as a 
brand. They’re globally renowned for being the leading brand in performance and choice of professional 
drone racers. The budget of the racer would be considered here for what specs they’d like.  

 
http://www.hobbyking.com/hobbyking/store/__28342__FatShark_PredatorV2_RTF_FPV_Head
set_System_w_Camera_and_5_8G_TX.html 
 
In terms of space and event locations, the uni has a service to hire the ovals or turf field for useage in 
which I’d have to get in contact with and arrange whether this could be done as apart of a uni event or if 
I’d have to personally book it to hire.  
 

 
 
 
 

http://www.hobbyking.com/hobbyking/store/__28342__FatShark_PredatorV2_RTF_FPV_Headset_System_w_Camera_and_5_8G_TX.html
http://www.hobbyking.com/hobbyking/store/__28342__FatShark_PredatorV2_RTF_FPV_Headset_System_w_Camera_and_5_8G_TX.html


Budgets: 
In terms of budgets, the costs needed to set up for my own circuit would be covered by me, however 
the opportunity for sponsor ship from companies such as Rise Above, Fat Shark or any drone/FPV drone 
distributor. These would be available for them to feature on various obstacles or points of the track, this 
money would then go into expansion, gear and event hire of the facilities.  
In terms of the drones themselves, if the budget allows and depending on involvement from the 
University and local businesses a few of the Husban drones could be bought and set up for new time 
people. The event however, would run majorly on a BYO drone system. This would take out an 
insurance aspect for damages.  

 
 
 
Marketing and distribution:  

 
I approached the Megatronics society after I was told of their ideas in getting a megatronics FPV racing 
league at uni to perhaps have a partnership with them. Their response follows: 



  
I followed up this with an email but haven’t heard back from them. This seems to be general with these 
kinds of groups, which is why my own league could prove more effective.  
 
 
Funding & Labour: 
The funding aspect would again be subject to the involvement of the university, surrounding businesses 
and player’s willingness to bring along their own equipment.  
In terms of labour, the set up would probably be a day’s work. Once a location is sorted, then the 
parameters of the circuit can be set up, which involves the banners, tunnels and the delegation of 
spectator areas, pilot areas and power stations (that would have to be near power points with extension 
leads).   
This would be possible by me and the course map would serve as a base point. I would also allow people 
to make suggestions or help set up in ways that might be more/less challenging to the participants.  
 
Target Market:  
The target market for this game is initially the university students of Wollongong. The event is aimed at 
those interested, involved or simply keen to watch some drone racing. The Communications degree 
would be approached first, then the rest of the University to open the playing field for any degree. 
Hopefully numbers permit and if we see regulars, the idea would be to approach universities and think 
about inter-uni races.  
This is best case scenario provided the interest and consistency of races, but there’s drone enthusiast 
around the Illawarra that could be a possibility to get involved I not only the racing component, but 
perhaps forming a society that looks at the build process for those interested. This links to external talks 
with Travis Wall about perhaps incorporating drone building and a FPV racing society into a maker space 
to challenge current society hierarchy at UOW. 



  
 
Retailers and media campaigns: 
The idea behind campaigning this game would be within the University of Wollongong networking. I’d 
approach various media outlets and perhaps even present the ideas to emerging cohorts of Digital 
Artefact enthusiasts in other subjects to have some assistance.  
 
Playtesting:  

 
(BMSWEB, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dsjwksxzOnk) 
 
I wanted to keep this idea local and so I found an Australian made Melbourne based underground FPV 
society. This FPV racing track video details some specifications and technical components that I’ve 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dsjwksxzOnk


watched as a part of my playtesting. The idea that the track needs to be wide for levels of experiences to 
stick to the wider sections or fly over head of the less experienced pilots is something I’ve taken into 
consideration when designing my own track.  
The Go Kart track was an interesting location and concept to turn into an FPV track and they detail this 
within the video how it makes for better turning points and a faster track. It’s interesting to note the 
reference to “lines” of flying, similar to the karting experience where going into corners at certain angles 
will create faster turns, the flyer on the course here states the lines he takes with the drone allows a 
smoother run and overall faster time. 
The turns from this playtest also indicated that the corners need to be wider. As each player is trying to 
take the fasted route, the lines sometimes get mixed and players crash into one-another around the 
same point on this track. Something to consider for my game and I’ve integrated in the track so that 
again less experienced have a place to spread wider around bends.  
Concrete floors for this indoor racing was seen as a problem and something that will hopefully not arise 
in my FPV racing game due to the surface being grass surfaces for the majority. However, the hockey 
fields have an artificial turf, which needs to be considered when racing in the event of a crash it can 
cause damage to the device and as seen in the video, the motors are exposed and fragile. 
 
 
Another great idea these organisers have showcased is the use of common “pool noodles” around wired 
fences and even started making obstacles from them. This has ventured me to look at pool based DIY 
projects such as this one: 

  



http://www.nghobbies.com/cheap-fpv-racing-gates/ 
 

 
(New Generation Hobbies, http://www.nghobbies.com/cheap-fpv-racing-gates/) 

http://www.nghobbies.com/cheap-fpv-racing-gates/
http://www.nghobbies.com/cheap-fpv-racing-gates/


 
(Aerial GP, YouTube 2014) 
 
This video of a track testing in FPV showcases the difficulties of running a race with dense surroundings 
and shows how sharp turns and thin tracks can be difficult to manoeuvre around for new fliers.  
This play test is a great indication of the level of difficulty the obstacle or arches add to the game. They 
can be added, modified or replaced at any time to vary the challenges. This will be a time penalty within 
my game of 5 seconds if the drone doesn’t make it through or misses it.  
 



 
 
I’ve also tangled with the idea of complete control of the drone (in terms of the controller having to 
constantly throttle and steer) without the assistance of GPS stability or a hover option in the Husban 
Mini drone. Although not quiet FPV categorised, the techniques and play testing I draw from it were 
handy in taking the step into a new piloting methodology. Drones I own and have owned in the past had 
user controls where it could take off and land with the touch of a button of a swipe of an app on a smart 
device. The CX-10C is fitted with a camera lens the same specifications as the one found on an iPhone. It 
uses a solid base start or throw start technique and is controlled with a small remote control that has 
two joysticks and a flip function. This was as real as I got to the FPV drone handling experience and 
shown in the video below it wasn’t as easy as I thought, especially compared to products I’ve used from 
DJI and Parrot.  
Video here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pnc_88Y32Fk 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pnc_88Y32Fk


FPV Insurance 
This is something I will have to take into consideration regarding regulation and policy when FPV racing 
gets it’s remodelling with the CASA and MAAA. But this is the website in which I would advise the league 
to be lodged with.  

 
(http://www.maaa.asn.au/insurance-support) 
  

http://www.maaa.asn.au/insurance-support


A FPV club based in Melbourne showcase this as a part of their insurance policies when people fly with 
them, which is why I’ve chosen this site. Its demonstrated to be successful and would include it into a 
pitch for the university to host these kinds of events.  

 
(http://mmrcau.wix.com/mmrc-fpv-racing#!insurance/cmly)  
 
 
Further Resources Used 
 
FPV Racing TV 2105, The Beginners Guide To FPV Racing, FPVracing.tv, viewed 26 may 2106, 
<https://fpvracing.tv/guides/beginners>  
D, Hills 2015, Drone Derby 101: Rules for FPV Racing, Makezine, viewed 28th May 2016, 
<http://makezine.com/2015/03/24/drone-derby/> 
DRL, What is FPV Drone Racing, The Drone Racing League, viewed 30th May 2016, 
<http://thedroneracingleague.com/learn-more/> 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://mmrcau.wix.com/mmrc-fpv-racing#!insurance/cmly
https://fpvracing.tv/guides/beginners
http://makezine.com/2015/03/24/drone-derby/
http://thedroneracingleague.com/learn-more/


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1500 The focus of this learning assessment is the production of an analogue or digital game with documentation and 

developer diary in dossier form.  The games will be briefly presented in-class in Weeks 11-13 and the dossier is due 

Friday Week 12. 

  

Starting from Week 2, during the subject seminars, you will plan, develop, test and present an analogue game 

(including board game, role playing game, card game etc) or digital game (using GameMaker or simular software – 

see http://www.yoyogames.com/studio).  

 

In Week 2, 4, 6, and 8 you will detail the development of the game and its objectives in the blog posts (see Learning 

Assessment 1) and will research the marketing details, production costs and audience information, all of which can 

be reused in the production of the final game dossier.  

http://www.yoyogames.com/studio


 

An informal games ‘pitch’ will be held during the subject seminars in Week 6 in order to informally share and test 

out your game design ideas.  

The 1500 word dossier should include at a minimum the following elements of your game (but not limited to): game 

title and description, detailed storyline, overall play structure summary, game-play details and an overview of game 

mechanics, platform information, position in a genre, game rules, artwork, projected design and production process, 

costing, budgets, marketing and distribution plans, labor and funding concerns, target markets, retailers and media 

campaign, and play testing results. . 

Assessment 
 
Your work will be assessed according to the following criteria:  
 
 
1] The degree of planning and the consistency of the games multiple iterations and development 
over the course of the subject;  
 
 
 
2] The quality and depth of the research and the degree to which the final game is justified in the 
supporting documentation through a mix of academic and industry sources, primary investigation 
and case studies; 
 
 
 
 3] The extent of the documentation and quality of the details of your gaming project: i.e. game 
structure, storyline, gameplay, platforms, position in a genre, projected design and production 
process, marketing and distribution plan, sample artwork, etc; 
 
 
  
4] The extent and quality of the presentation of project documentation. 
 
 
 
General Comments: 
 
 
 
Mark: 


